Journey
to Create
Never-Ending
"We"
Today in Japan, we face a lot of difficulties.
Illness, poverty, unemployment, depression,
caring, etc. and Korea shares the same
difficulties. We don't know what will happen to
us tomorrow. However, Korean society has
been trying to support the activities such as
local entrepreneurship or "community
renaissance," backed by the enforcement of
mainly two legislations: 'the Social Enterprise
Promotion Act' in 2007, and 'The Fundamental
Cooperative Act' in 2012.

We have to note that regardless of policymaking,
"needs-representation" society, where the
government represents and decides what
individuals want and choose the solution to it,
is being transformed into "needs-expression"
society, where each one expresses his/her
difficulties and participate in the co-solution
process. In such a society, people involved
autonomously find and fix their problems. And
the process of diverse inclusion or autopoietic
"we" is accepted per se as worthwhile.

O ur visit was intended to build relationship
and dialogue with those acting with such
values. Seongmisan (or Sungmisan) Maeul has
an international reputation as a community
formed by citizen's autonomous participation.
What can be lessons and inspirations from
their practices? How can we bring, use, and
supply them back home? Our journey to create
never-ending "we" has already begun...
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To Live in
“Maeul” Today

- Seongmisan Maeul
- Community Regeneration Project
- Social Entrepreneurship
S eongmisan is a quiet neighborhood in Seoul city. Unique activities were started by 25
families in the area to share and tackle each one's "if only," growing up to be a network that
involves more people. This network is called Seongmisan Maeul. It has been drawing
attention from multiple sectors and fields for its distinct dynamics from traditional local
community, and even put at the core of Seoul City Community Regeneration Project. In short, the
frontline of social activities in Seoul city is being traced around Maeul.

S o our visit was, too, meant to be a stroll around Maeul. Along the way, we met Ms. Shanty,
our tour coordinator who has been involved in Seongmisan community for a long time, Mr.
Mun Chi-Woong, who leads the Seoul City Comprehensive Community Support Center based
on his experience as an activist in the Maeul, and Mr. Na Hyo-Woo the social entrepreneur.
We could see the images of Maeul permeating the words expressed by the three in diverse
ways. Let's look at some of these images through the following pages.

Shared kitchen and living room in a cooperative house.
Without any particular asking procedure, Mom, who happens to be at home then, takes care of the stomaches of all
the kids.

At the bees-wax workshop attached to the cooperative
house, candles are crafted and sold by those living in
the area with disabilities.

Arrowed pictures:Portraits found at school

The entrance of the alternative school in Seongmisan
Maeul

People and Town, Inc.

Ms. Shanty
"If you tell others what you want to do, it becomes real in this town." Seongmisan
Maeul is not famous for its special buildings, historical townscapes, or new and
innovative approaches. It is well-known as a network that created more than 60
resident-led businesses and projects and attracts more and more people who
seeks new connections and lifestyles. We had the privilege of hearing from Ms.
Shanty, who works as a Seongmisan tour coordinator based on her solid
experience within the community.

What Is Seongmisan Maeul?

constraints. Such an ingenious communication culture makes it
possible for anybody to comfortably join the discussion, based on

First of all, can you give us an overview of Seongmisan Maeul

the flat relationship among them and the respectful attitude

as we know it today?

toward others' interests.

Seongmisan Maeul is a growing community of those who

It All Began with 25 Double-Income Couples

gathered around a small mountain ("san" in Korean) in Seoul city
called Seongmi, with a shared will. You can think of it not as an

How did Seongmisan Maeul come out with such a culture?

administrative district, nor bounded local community but as

Alrightly then, I'll talk a little bit about the history of Seongmisan

ensemble of diverse communities around the mountain. At

Maeul. Uri Orinichip ("house of our kids" in Korean), the first

present, there are 50-60 communities of varied orientations,

Korean co-parenting facility opened in 1994 by 25 double-income

composed of about 600 families (1,200 people). Although people

families in their 30's who questioned standardized and uniformed

in their 30s and 40's with children are the biggest constituency,

kindergartens, and tried to realize their ideal childcare of "raising

those in their 50's are increasing in number as the community

our own kids." There are currently four childcare centers run in

itself gets older.

such a way. The parents connected through raising their own
children have expanded their activities and launched a coop store

The Maeul community has a different character from a traditional

Mapo Dure Cooperative under the theme of "safe food" in 2001,

rural community, since it is located in Seoul, the metropolis with a

and Town's Kitchen in 2003, a delicatessen that offers daily

population of 16,000,000. Unlike the latter, which usually has the

dishes made of organic vegetables. What followed was the

common basis of production―agriculture, the former is consisted

sequence of local cooperatives and collective enterprises such as

of people with different jobs, housings, goals, or economic

a car center, a school, a cafe, a restaurant, a recycle shop, a

standards but also with the "culture" that binds them together.

credit union, a radio station, a theatre and so on.

"DIY!" Culture in Seongmisan Maeul

However, the strong solidarity of Seongmisan Maeul can be
attributed to "the Save Seongmisan Movement" from 2001 to

We share the we-would-create-what-we-need-rather-than

2003. We faced a crisis of losing our communal symbol, mt.

-plead-and-wait-to-be-given mentality. It's not like some people

Seongmi, when the city government decided to build a water

raise a certain flag and tell the others what to do. People with

distribution facility on the mountain. We have an experience of

necessity connect with each other, and accumulate discussions

accomplishing the conservation of Seongmisan through the

and dialogues, leading to autonomous activities. The

protest campaign including 24-hours-a-day-sit-in and a signature

non-participant observers warmly watch the participants

collection against the plan. We have seen many activities and

starting new activities or projects. The former also help, advise,

groups emerge and grow since the movement, knowing that they

and invest the latter when needed. Moreover, the Maeul put great

were born because everyone realized that he/she can cooperate

value on "the full participation of discussion" across individual

for the same purpose. So it can be said that Seongmisan Maeul

activities in order to build a community where people can soon let

got started in 1994, but really gained momentum after 2001.

go of a grievance if there is any. The Maeul members call each
other by their nicknames (my name "Shanty" is one of them) so
that they can talk without the barrier of generation or other

Creat Even a "School" If Necessary

and has a shared living room where they gather to have a dinner
in the evenings together. What amazes us about these families

Then could you be more specific about the individual

is that they make the common room open to anybody else. In

enterprises?

addition, 5 moms invested in opening a cafe that offers organic
ice cream, coffee, and tea. It is now the most popular cafe in

So let me first explain about Seongmisan School, possibly

town. There is also a restaurant that an ex-IT-worker quit his job

defined as a culmination of various activities born in the Maeul.

to open. He loves "Candy Candy" (a japanese manga), anyways.

The Seongmisan School, established in September 2004, is an

This restaurant received investment from 120 individuals, but

unauthorized alternative school that offers a 12-year education at

continued to bleed red ink for a while. However, it has now

all three levels (elementary, junior high, and high school). At

improved to become an indispensable place after investors also

present, the school and its 40 staff members are taking care of

think of the manu and the interior together.

174 children with diverse backgrounds such as dropout from
public education system. Besides their national language, english,

What have been the unsuccessful enterprises?

and math, the school offers an original curriculum including
clothing, food, and housing courses for senior kids at elementary

Car-sharing, for instance. The idea was sharing 2 cars with 10

level, and even an agricultural practicum for those in the 8th

families by reference to German practices, but it didn't work out.

grade and above, through an exchange program between

One of the two cars was almost a scrap, and people couldn't

rural-urban communities.

coordinate the use of the other car on weekends and afford
another car either (lol). You can name more examples of the

What kind of career do the kids choose after graduating the

enterprises that have been born and dissolved so far. In most

school?

cases, they couldn't afford their rent.

We witnessed our first 5 graduates this year. Two entered college

How to Include the Socially Vulnerable

through the University Entrance Qualification Examination, one
went to Nepal with a strong interest in NGOs, one got a job in an

In conclusion, can you tell us about the future vision of

event company, the other in a youth center. It is truly

Seongmisan Maeul?

case-by-case, but highly free-minded comparatively in Korea. We
wouldn't compel the kids to choose a particular path unlike

It would be about how we can include vulnerable groups in

normal schools. We wouldn't push the competition in entrance

society. We have now seen the catering for the elderly people

exams, which is pretty intense in Korea, as you know.

living alone, and the kimchi collective with those with
disabilities. We're planing to create a medical cooperative as

Communal Enterprises Supported by All

well. Our focus is on such a concept because many of us have
some sort of difficulties. Lastly, not to change the subject, but

Then recycle shop. Here people bring their cast-off items and get

the Seongmisan adolescents take the community also as a

the amount of the selling price half and half via national currency

ubiquitous surveillance system (lol). When you get back home

"Won" and their communal currency "Tulu." This currency is fully

from a date, your mom already knows what's up. This is such a

valid in the recycle shop, a trecking and climbing gear shop, and

community in a way. I know that it can be suffocating for the

a cafe "Chageun Namu (Little Tree)" and also partially at the

youth sometimes, but also that they will realize and thank the

Seongmisan festival. Besides, there are three cooperative houses

warm gazes from others in the community.

in Seongmisan Maeul. One of them was invested by 9 families,

